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  ...Is ill heard  !...
To save you from a lot of years rolling around in a barral down through a hill while you are being 
banged around by diabolical snake oil poison of deception and lies:

The 2 most important informations to know about in this fallen world...
1. Jesus is God Almighty, Jehovah in the flesh that died on the tree for the transgressions of 
the world and the first born of the dead. Never let go of Christ, but follow him on the narrow 
way to everlasting life. Reject and have contempt for Satans broad way that leads to eternal 
damnation and the second death, where both Body and Soul shall be lost without end to 
never be again!

And so you are not decieved by Satan to thereafter know...
2. The Roman Toilet Throne, stinking foul full of abomination, clogged by poop that 
overflows and pours over and out of the edge with that Man clothed in White that sits on 
Satans seat, is that Antichrist 666 – all roads leads to Rom and the Earth is filled with lies 
and Latin with further deceptive bullshit and malicious satanic tyranny, how by it is pressed 
out in an overwhelming stream coming out his unholy butthole penatrating all the world by 
that high Priest of Paganism, Satans mouth piece number one also known falsely as the 
Pope, Holy Father and his Holiness.

The Loose to Know of...
With Wisdom even the weak and pathetic have victory over the devils work and death! 

The New World Order is the Roman with the Roman Triune Tyrant Emperor in the top of 
the Pyramid and behind him, the Old Snake, Satan himself who deceives the world. The 
Roman Empire with Caesar on the Throne as the King of Kings, Satan that is aiming to be 
like Jehovah himself is what is forming around us, it is everywhere seen for he who have 
eyes to see with. The Bridge-builder1 with the Jesuits and the rest of the Vipers are building 
their ecumincal2 failure declaration on the broad way to destruction – when they say we all 
worship one and the same god, there is some truth to that as they in union worship the 
Tempter himself, also by many known as Lucifer.

Further concentrated summary for details   and for the   sake of understanding  ...
The Reformation started a fire for the Devil, his highest Rotten-mouth lost a great deal of his power 
when the people Protested and lit up the Kingdom of Darkness, thereby they became known as 
Protestants. The Bible was read and with the people fingers pointed towards Rome in regards of the
Slut and Whore which is full of the blood of the Holy, those who guards the Commandments of 

1 Pontifex Maximus
2 That Strives after a World encompassing unity with the Devil, in community with the Antichrist as head superviser and 

authority and thereby union with Pagan Roman Satanic Universalism also known as Catholicism. The False Prophet have 
done a lot to destroy the Protestant understanding of who the Son of Perdition is, and now is lead right back to the bloody 
horrifying wolfpack where death is smelled and found everywhere and constant activity of whoring with the Dragon is 
committed.

...Especially for people filled up with Demons...
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Jehovah and holds firm the Testimony of Jesus. Likewise correctly from the Bible, History and 
Prophetic understanding the Christians in agreement pointed out the Papacy dynasty3 as the Beast 
which number is 666, the little Roman Horn that thinks to change times4 and laws and who fights 
Gods Children. The Protestants got us out of the Dark age where the Prince of darkness reigned 
supreme, with now readable Bibles in their own common tongue they rejected Roman Catholicism 
and Romanism as Christian, nay it was and is Satans greatest Masterpiece! Thereby Satan needed a 
new tool to get back what he and his Handpuppet in Rome had lost. Thereby the Opponents Special 
soldiers was created, known, or less known in our time as ignorance is near full, as the Jesuits, the 
Earth Fungus/Cancer sickness – and this second Beast with the Black General5 as Helmsman also 
known as the Pope’s Shadow or the Black Pope, which characteristic looks like a Lamb yet speaks 
like a Dragon – the False Prophet, thereby started to regain all what the white Man fuld of dead men
bones had lost under the Reformational explosion of light and pulling of rope, when the Devil 
slammed directly with his nose into hard Roman Concrete – with the rest of earth added, this 
became known as the counter-reformation and that is what the last 500 years of history has been 
about. Sadly the Counter-reformation has been so effective so most people have no clue about it in 
our time, even if there are mountains of books on it, they further easily reject it as empty conspiracy 
nonsense. But these Black Hypocrite of dry bones in Lamb clothing, is the furtherst outerpoint of 
the knife edge of the Counter-reformation and they control everything.

Question is thereafter when you testify in words, Christ, Jehovah’s Son, the Truthful and the 
everlasting Light whereby everything created was created through the Word, for he is the Way, the 
Door to the Everlasting life and the Heavens Kingdoms King and his Fathers spotless Pass-Over 
Lamb, the Living Bread from the Heavens that giveth Life because it is Life itself, which was 
broken once and for all, for our transgressions, a ransom that is worth more then all the worlds 
wealth together! - Is if you are Romanizing or Judaizing, Lawless or Law, Antichrist or Christ, 
Poisoness tares or Eatable wheat, Pagan inherited traditions or Jehovah’s festivals and times – a 
dead Cookie or the living Bread which Wine poured out for the remission of sins once and for all. 
Lies or Truth, Darkness or Light, Satan or Jesus. My Brothers and Sisters, be on guard for Wolves in
Sheep clothing that can if it where possible decieve the Elect!

Resistance against lawless Tyranny is law obedience to Jehovah! The Protest does not end before 
the Lords return where he will throw the Roman Beast 666 with the False Prophet in the lake of fire 
and thereby set up the physical Heavenly Kingdom here on Earth, the living Rock crush, and rule 
from the Holy City of Jerusalem the worlds nations for a time of a thousand years and thereafter in 
all eternity – that time the Deciever is sealed and prisoned until his final end game where the Old 
Snake itself is cast into the lake of fire.

Dearly regards Darkijah - Facebook Jailed for around 190 days in near streak. Warned about my account being burned at the 
stake although has not happened yet. But clearly a platform that has gone utter criminal supporting criminals and become full of 
depravity, silencing the truthers and people standing up for what is right, pushing adverticing and spying on its users.

May Jehovah bless the reader, Jayshua/Jesus be a most precious pearl and their Spirit, The Spirit of Truth, be in us all! Amayn.

Today giving it the finishing touch, we are in the yearly seventh Moon and the 10 day Festival of Trumpet and Atonement, the 
Moon being rather new with a beginning sliver.

 ...But rather die for Truth then live a lie!

3 Position, Office, Toilet throne, the Devils Chair.
4 Calendar, Moonth, Weeks, Festivals and Appointed times for yearly celebration. And so he indeed have thought to change!
5 The first in this office was known as Ignatius Loyola which is one of many so called saints that Papist today can pray to with 

all their other abominations of satanic insanity junk market!
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